The University of Sydney Law School in collaboration with Insight Exchange invite you to a virtual event about responses to domestic, family and sexualised violence. The event will feature Distinguished University Professor and Professor of Law (Emerita) Julie Macfarlane.

The event will feature two parts (A & B). Participants who register can attend one or both sessions.

**PART A**

**THE DILEMMA OF DISCLOSURE | SEXUALISED VIOLENCE**

Julie Macfarlane, author of ‘Going Public’ will share her lived experience insights including disclosure and navigating the justice system.

**Key Audience:** People with lived experience of domestic, family and sexualised violence, people who are responding (formally and informally), people leading response strategies in organisations and institutions. Everyone welcome.

**PART B**

**THE PROBLEM OF NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS**

Julie Macfarlane will share her international work to prevent the problematic use of non-disclosure agreements as a toxic bargain that conceals violence and abuse.

**Key Audience:** Board Members, Non-Executive Directors, Executive Leaders, Human Resource Teams, Lawyers, people leading response strategies in organisations and institutions. Everyone welcome.

**About Julie Macfarlane** | Julie received the Order of Canada in 2020 and her citation reads: “Julie Macfarlane is committed to making access to justice affordable for all. Her activism has resulted in a paradigm shift for the courts. Notably, as founder of the National Self-Represented Litigant Project, she has inspired debate on self-representation and provided invaluable services, resources and education tools to individuals confronting the judicial system. A professor of law and a distinguished university professor at the University of Windsor for more than 25 years, she is also esteemed for her writing on sexual violence and her advocacy for survivors, as well as for her study of Islamic divorce.”

Julie and the National Self-Represented Litigants Project have won multiple CLAWBIES (the Canadian legal “Oscars”) for her blog, podcast and the project’s resources for self-represented litigants. Julie has received many awards for her work, including the John M. Haynes Distinguished Mediator Award from the Association for Conflict Resolution (2017), one of Canada’s 25 Most Influential Lawyers (2017), the David Mundell Medal for Legal Writing (2016), the Institute for Social Policy Understanding Scholar of the Year Award (2012), the International Academy of Mediators Award of Excellence (2005).

**REGISTER NOW**

The virtual event will be facilitated by Associate Professor Dr Ghena Krayem (University of Sydney Law School), Sal Dennis, (Director of Insight Exchange), Rebecca Glenn, (Assistant Director of Insight Exchange and Founder of Centre for Women’s Economic Safety).

**Event Details:**
- **Wed 28th July 2021**
  - Part A (9am-9:45am) (AEST)
  - Part B (9:45am-10:30am) (AEST)

**Registration:** [Book Here (No Fee)]

Insight Exchange is donating a complimentary copy of ‘Going Public’ to the first 40 bookings.